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Abstract 

Prominent among the qualities identified in a study of 250 congregations nominated for their 

effective ministry with 15-29 year-olds was institutional warmth, meaning an accepting, 

authentic, caring environment that fosters a sense of belonging. We share data revealing the 

importance of relational warmth, explain the development of the Growing Young Assessment 

and the Warmth subscale in particular, and illustrate the impact of institutional warmth using 

church examples and leadership reflections from our first Growing Young Cohort while 

highlighting implications for practitioners in the future field of youth and young adult ministry.   
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Getting Warmer: What Growing Young Research on the Importance of Relational Warmth 

Reveals About Churches’ Self-Assessment With Implications for Future Youth Ministry 

Practitioners 

Research on the present state of Christianity in the United States continues to reveal that 

the percentage of people in the U.S. who affiliate with the Christian faith is declining and that 

this population is aging (Pew Research Center, 2015). This reality and the dearth of research on 

churches that were bucking this trend motivated the Fuller Youth Institute (FYI) to conduct the 

Churches Engaging Young People (CEYP) project, resulting in the new resource, Growing 

Young: Six Essential Strategies to Help Young People Discover and Love Your Church (Powell, 

Mulder, & Griffin, 2016). Prominent among the core themes that were characteristic of churches 

effectively engaging young people was an accepting, authentic, and caring culture that fostered a 

sense of belonging. Early in CEYP research, the FYI research team termed this frequently 

mentioned cluster of qualities “warmth.” 

This paper begins by introducing research conducted for Growing Young and describes 

the present need for the core commitments identified by this project. This paper next examines 

one core commitment—institutional warmth—more deeply, describing findings from CEYP 

related to warmth and highlighting the need for this commitment. The third section introduces 

the new Growing Young Assessment and details how church-wide evaluation informed by social 

scientific research can help church leaders assess their church’s perceived needs. The paper 

concludes by providing recent church examples and leadership reflections from the first Growing 

Young Cohort and points to implications for practitioners in the future field of youth and young 

adult ministry. Our hope is that institutional warmth—exemplified by congregations that are 

accepting, authentic, and caring—will be a priority for all churches that seek to effectively 
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minister with young people and that the Growing Young Assessment may aid churches as they 

work toward this goal. 

The Churches Engaging Young People Project  

CEYP research took place from 2012-2015 and involved three stages of research. Stage 1 

began with a series of nominations from denominational and para-church ministries. These 

leaders nominated up to fifteen noteworthy churches that were effectively engaging young 

people.1 Pastors and church leaders from these churches were then sent a survey about church 

demographics, young people’s faith maturity, and characteristics theorized to be important for 

engaging young people that included social justice and community engagement, 

intergenerational relationships, activity of parents, developmentally appropriate spiritual 

formation, exemplary leadership, engagement with culture, effective communication of the 

gospel, and engaging worship. Three hundred and seventy-three church leaders from a wide 

variety of denominations, socioeconomic backgrounds, ethnic and racial backgrounds, locations 

(i.e., urban, suburban, and rural), and ages participated in this survey. Efforts were made to 

include churches from diverse backgrounds across the United States in order to increase the 

generalizability of findings.  Results revealed that those characteristics theorized to be important 

for engaging young people were positively correlated with faith maturity and other measure of 

effectiveness (Powell, Mulder, Griffin, & Greenway, 2017).  

Stage 2 of CEYP studied 41 churches whose results from Stage 1 suggested that they 

were particularly effective in their engagement with young people. Up to 20 participants from 

each church were interviewed over the phone and asked in-depth questions about their church’s 

																																																								
1 Effectiveness with young people was determined by a number of criteria that were reviewed by FYI’s Senior 
Research Advisors and Expert Advisory Council. These criteria included (a) a growing number of young people, (b) 
the presence of a large percentage of young people within a congregation, and/or (c) exciting or missional ministry 
activities directed toward young people (Powell, Mulder, Griffin, & Greenway, 2017). 
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ministry with young people. Participants included young people of various ages, parents, youth 

ministry volunteers, and church leaders. Interviews were recorded, transcribed, and then coded 

using qualitative research methods. Each question was coded by a team of two graduate students 

and inter-rate reliability was assessed using Cohen’s Kappa. Results of Stage 2 revealed the 

importance of several characteristics including the six core commitments detailed below (Powell 

et al., 2017). 

Stage 3 built upon both Stages 1 and 2 and involved in-person site visits at 12 churches. 

These churches provided illustrative case studies that embodied the core commitments detailed 

below and offered greater detail to clarify and illuminate various themes and principles identified 

in previous stages of research. Two researchers visited each church and conducted interviews 

and focus groups with young people of various ages and individuals considered important to the 

church’s ministry with young people. In-depth field notes were taken throughout the visit. 

Results from the site visits helped inform and illustrate the principles identified in previous 

stages (Powell et al., 2017).  

This methodology certainly has limitations that subsequent research is working to 

address. CEYP research relied on the perceptions of individuals who were already involved in 

these churches. It may be the case that those who were less involved held different perspectives 

and it may that a variety of other factors contributed to effectiveness. Because this project 

examined exemplars, it was difficult to determine which characteristics were unique to churches 

effectively engaging young people or which characteristics contributed the most to positive 

change. A related limitation was the difficulty of identifying causality. Though the churches 

studied during CEYP shared the characteristics described in the following section, the 

methodology utilized for CEYP did not identify a causal relationship between these 
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characteristics and effectiveness with young people. These limitations necessitate further 

research to further support these findings; FYI has begun to conduct such research and one of 

these studies is detailed in subsequent sections. 

Six Core Commitments 

Based on all three stages of research, FYI identified six commitments that were core to 

churches effectively engaging young people. Each commitment may vary and be adapted 

according to the context of the church, and the presence and expression of each commitment may 

change throughout the life of the church. Furthermore, each of these commitments may be 

related and may influence the other commitments in important ways. Following Powell et al. 

(2016), the commitments are ordered according to the chronological sequence observed most 

commonly during CEYP research (referred to by Powell et al., 2016 as the "Growing Young 

Wheel"; see figure below).  
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Unlock keychain leadership. “Keychain” leaders are “both acutely aware of the keys on 

their keychain [referencing responsibility and authority], and intentional about entrusting and 

empowering all generation, including teenagers and emerging adults, with their own set of keys” 

(Powell et al., 2017, p. 22). Keychain leadership should not entail giving young people 

responsibility without mentoring or scaffolding, nor should it be the delegation of undesirable 

tasks. Instead, keychain leadership provides young people with the opportunity to learn 

leadership skills and take on meaningful responsibility (Powell et al., 2017, p. 22) 

Empathize with today’s young people. Empathizing with young people is a 

commitment to “feeling with young people” and stepping into their shoes in order to understand 

the unique challenges young people face in their daily lives (Powell et al., 2017, p. 23). Churches 

that empathize with young people seek to better understand the culture in which young people 

are growing up and developing. These churches all strive to bring generations together, rather 

than keep distance between generations, for the sake of better understanding. 

Take Jesus’ message seriously. Taking Jesus’ message seriously requires a 

“demonstrated action and overall spirit or ethos” that invites young people into God’s story, 

making the connection between this story and their everyday lives clear (Powell et al., 2017, p. 

23). This method of presenting the gospel seeks to apply core truths from the Bible to young 

people’s lives in ways that are meaningful and relevant. The gospel message presented in this 

way also has clear applications to daily actions. 

Fuel a warm community. “Warm” communities are environments described using 

words such as “welcoming, belonging, authentic, hospitable, and caring” (Powell et al., 2017, p. 
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23). These communities seek to love young people and support them as best they can. This 

warmth is also characterized by sincerity that helps young people feel safe and develop trust in 

their church. 

Prioritize young people (and families) everywhere. Prioritizing young people 

represents a commitment to “tangibly support, provide them [young people] resources, and 

involve them in all facets of the congregation” (Powell et al., 2017, p. 24). This prioritization 

extends to various assets of the church: time, space, finances, opportunities for growth, and 

attention. This tangible support backs up and reinforces all rhetoric used to suggest the 

prioritization of young people; without such tangible support, such rhetoric may ring hollow for 

young people. Powell et al. (2017) also observed that this commitment was often a turning point 

for churches; when churches failed to tangibly prioritize young people they may fail to continue 

developing their ministry. 

Be the best neighbors. “Neighboring well” is a commitment to “enable young people to 

neighbor well locally and globally” rather than “condemning the world outside the church walls” 

(Powell et al., 2017, p. 24). Though churches that effectively engage young people may also 

emphasize holiness and “being in, but not of the world,” these churches also seek to diligently 

love their neighbors—both local and global. 

Interrelationship Between Commitments 

As FYI researchers identified each of the commitments during CEYP, they theorized a 

sequence by which each of the commitments relates and influences each other (see figure above). 

Though each of these commitments is certainly related to one another in various ways, this 

sequence provides churches with a guide they may reference as they take steps to help their 

church more effectively engage young people. Importantly, none of these commitments are 
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entirely dependent on or necessarily restricted by the location, size, age, tradition, finances, or 

leadership structure of the church, providing churches of various shapes and sizes with the 

possibility of positive change. Furthermore, because these commitments are interrelated, 

churches may use their strengths to help them grow in areas of weakness. 

The Need for the Core Commitments  

 As many churches continue to age, decline in size, and struggle to engage young people, 

the core commitments outlined in Growing Young continue to grow in importance. The churches 

studied for the CEYP project represent “bright spots” or exemplars, and as such they may 

illuminate the path forward for many churches. These “bright spots” highlight the potential for 

churches to thrive in their engagement with young people and our hope is that churches may 

build upon this work as they seek to reach and disciple young people in their contexts. 

Warm Churches From Growing Young Research 

Prominent among the six Growing Young core commitments is a commitment to 

institutional warmth. Throughout the three stages of CEYP research, participants used words 

such as authentic, accepting, belonging, and caring to describe their church. Warm churches 

were (a) open and welcoming to different people, ideas, or perspectives; (b) genuine, transparent, 

vulnerable, and trustworthy; (c) intimate and familial in such a way that close relationships were 

formed; and (d) kind, considerate, and compassionate. One of the most common phrases used by 

people who described their church in this way was “like family.” This family-feel was made 

evident across responses to several interview questions, three of which are described in detail 

below.  

We focus on warmth in this paper for several reasons. First, as noted above and in the 

following sections, this commitment repeatedly emerged throughout interviews and across 
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churches. Second, we believe warmth is universally applicable to members of AYME and those 

trained by youth ministry professors. Third, we believe warmth may be a bridge between youth 

ministry of the past and youth ministry of the future. Warmth is a value that most generations 

will support and appreciate, and is therefore a goal that may be shared by entire congregations. 

Such warmth may also be important for young people and their churches for a variety of 

reasons. Research on some of the core questions young people ask as they’re maturing suggests 

that a sense of belonging is foundational to young people’s sense of identity and purpose (e.g., 

Bronk, 2013). Warm environments provide young people with a foundation upon which they 

may safely explore their questions of identity and purpose. Warm environments may also 

provide churches with the groundwork to begin initiating changes that affect the other core 

commitments identified by CEYP. Programmatic shifts—leadership or otherwise—face 

limitations if there is not institutional warmth. Trust and relationship create an ecosystem for 

change to take root and be less threatening. Programming apart from warmth runs the risk of 

making a church colder rather than warmer. The importance of such warmth was made evident 

across response to several interview questions, three of which are described in detail below. 

Warmer Churches 

 When asked the question, “Imagine you were describing your church to a Christian 

friend. In a few sentences, how would you describe the church?” more than half of the young 

people, church leaders, youth ministry volunteers, and parents used words associated with 

institutional warmth. More specifically, 42.6% of all participants described their church as 

accepting, 9.2% described their church as authentic, 17.0% described their church as a place they 

felt they could belong, and 9.5% described their church as caring. One emerging adult described 

her church this way: 
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Oh gosh. There is a place for everyone, but it does not mean that we are, that the church 

will shoehorn you into being in a certain place if that makes sense. Something that I 

really appreciate…is that...everybody is so weird. And so loving. And so incredibly 

generous and hospitable and loving…and that is something that is very, very open at 

[church name], is that you take care of people. You do not force them to clean up before 

you start taking care of them—you take care of them absolutely right here and now. 

An 18 year old woman from a different church said: 

It sounds corny, but it feels like home. It is so nice running into people even outside, like 

running into them at church on Sunday and then seeing them later on in the week and you 

have a connection with them. It is a big parish…but it still has a very close, united feeling 

to it, which is really nice. 

These quotes exemplify the frequent descriptions of warm churches. When asked to only 

use a few sentences to describe their church, over half of participants chose to describe this 

warmth. Descriptors of the church as “accepting” were the most frequent theme identified in 

responses to this question, surpassing descriptions of the church’s beliefs, location, 

programming, and leadership. The prominence of this theme within people’s descriptions of their 

church supports the argument that institutional warmth is important for congregants, both young 

and old. 

Warmer Engagement 

 Participants pointed to institutional warmth as important for their continued engagement 

with their church as well. When asked the question, “What would you say keeps you involved in 

this church, rather than going to another church or no church at all?” 32.2% of participants 

specifically mentioned qualities associated with institutional warmth. Eighteen year olds 
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mentioned warmth even more frequently (40.7% of 18 year olds). One 18 year old male 

participant who attended a church on the east coast said: 

I think what really keeps me involved is the sense of community…I think really the 

biggest aspect that keeps me involved is really the sense of support, and that I feel like 

everyone is there for me, and no one is going to be mean to me, no one is going to bully 

me, because everyone is on my side, and I think that is really what keeps me involved. 

A middle-aged church leader from the Midwest shared similar reasons for her continued 

involvement with her church: 

Well I mean, yeah, good question. Um, probably because again, it is very much a family, 

a second family to me…People know me and are interested in what is going on in my life 

and with my family…I always feel like I am a part, I am more than just a member, I feel 

like I am a part of a family, a collective member in this family, and a collective part of an 

overall big picture…I am very connected to the people and I love them and I enjoy seeing 

them and being with them and I enjoy coming to [church name] because I feel like again 

it is about being a part of a family, a family of Christ. 

Similarly, when asked what aspects of their church motivated them to maintain their 

involvement, people repeatedly mentioned warm qualities. Descriptors of a church’s warmth 

were once again the most frequently mentioned by respondents of all ages (followed closely by 

personal relationships or friendships—a theme closely related to warmth). Though there are 

undoubtedly more reasons that people stay involved in a church, many of which people 

themselves may not be aware of, institutional warmth was the theme that most commonly came 

to mind.  
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Warmer Church Priorities 

 Focusing more specifically on ministry with young people, researchers asked 

participants, “What is it about your church that makes it effective with young people?” More 

than half (58.0%) of respondents said their church’s warmth contributed to its effectiveness with 

young people. One 22 year old woman from the west coast said, “People who are really looking 

for a place that feels like home, that [her church] is the place.” Another young person reflecting 

on her experiences returning home from college said: 

Even now, every time I return, even though it is not every week unfortunately, they 

[people from her church] all recognize me and ask me how I am doing. There is a lot of 

warmth and welcoming of the youth who have to move away for a variety of reasons—

whether for school or work—but return when they are able and are really warmly 

welcomed back to their community for whatever duration they are able to be there and I 

think that that level of investment by the community and their well-being and checking 

up with them is really reinforcing. 

Though it is again undoubtedly the case that other factors also contribute to their church’s 

effectiveness with young people, the regularity with which this theme is highlighted suggests that 

it merits further examination and attention by young ministry educators, church leaders, and 

parents of young people. The consistent mention of institutional warmth throughout these 

interviews illustrates the felt importance of warm environments for young people. In contrast to 

an emphasis on flashy, “cool” ministries, findings from CEYP research suggest that warmth is 

more important for continued engagement with young people and the development of their faith. 

Continued examination of warm communities and strategies for fostering warm cultures ought to 

therefore be pursued with urgency.  
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Measuring Institutional Warmth 

Our research on institutional warmth is encouraging. However, we felt compelled to offer 

more than examples to inspire other churches. Our work led us to consider how we might equip 

churches to evaluate their current statuses on each of the six core commitments by providing an 

additional assessment tool. Giving leaders a clear baseline of their current church environment 

would likely help them be more informed to set priorities to grow in one or more of the six core 

commitments. Specifically for warmth, church leaders would be equipped to establish a plan for 

increasing the warmth of their overall church culture rather than haphazardly implementing 

“warm activities.” Next, we explain our assessment tool and how it is used to measure the 

warmth commitment.  

The Need for an Assessment Tool 

 After identifying institutional warmth as an important part of church cultures that 

encourage young people’s faith development, FYI identified the need for an assessment tool to 

help church leaders measure warmth within their context. Though a church’s institutional 

warmth may be assessed using a variety of methodologies (e.g., interviews, focus groups), an 

online survey tool may offer particular advantages for this type of assessment for a variety of 

reasons. For instance, church leaders and other congregants may or may not be equipped to 

gather data about their church’s warmth. Furthermore, congregants may be hesitant to offer 

constructive criticism to church leaders if they don’t believe their thoughts will be received well. 

Additionally, many methods of assessment may be too time consuming for busy church leaders 

to design and implement with each different group from their church. An online assessment tool 

can remedy these problems by providing congregants with a well-developed and confidential 
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means of conveying their beliefs about their church and delivering these results to church leaders 

efficiently. 

Such an assessment tool may serve churches in a variety of ways: providing an aggregate 

score for each of the core commitments across individuals in a church, identifying strengths and 

weaknesses of the church, noting particular strengths and weaknesses within each commitment, 

noting areas of disagreement within the congregation, and identifying scores that differ across 

particular demographics (e.g., gender, role in the church, and age). In other words, an assessment 

tool of this nature enables leaders to discover how warm people think their church is, to know 

whether there is disagreement about the degree of warmth within their congregation (e.g., many 

people saying their church is warm, though others say the opposite), and, if there is 

disagreement, to identify where this disagreement is taking place (e.g., older congregants say 

their church is warm, whereas young people disagree). Further, such a tool gives opportunity for 

every congregant’s voice to be heard and for the assessment’s results to potentially more 

accurately describe the state of the church and give leaders well-informed priorities moving 

forward.  

Scale Development 

 In order to develop this assessment tool, FYI used best practices from the social sciences. 

Following DeVellis (2011), initial scale items and operational definitions were developed first. 

Initial items were then sent to experts in youth ministry practice and social scientific research for 

review. Reviewers were instructed to edit or add items. Scale items were revised based on 

feedback from advisors. An additional two focus groups—one group of graduate students from 

diverse backgrounds and one group of young people—reviewed the remaining scale items to 
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assess their readability and interpretability. The remaining items were then used for empirical 

analysis.  

Churches from various contexts, backgrounds, and locations were approached to pilot the 

survey. Each church distributed the survey online and was instructed to make the assessment 

available to all members of their congregation. In total, data from 2,168 participants were 

gathered from these churches and used for subsequent analyses. Two factor analyses were 

conducted: an exploratory factor analysis (EFA) and a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). Data 

were randomly split into two samples (one sample for the EFA, one for the CFA). The EFA was 

conducted first in order to identify latent constructs within responses and remove items that did 

not fit well within these constructs. The CFA was conducted to confirm the presence of these 

constructs within a separate population. After items were removed based on these analyses, 8 

items remained for the Unlock Keychain Leadership subscale, 5 items remained for the 

Empathize With Today’s Young People subscale, 10 items remained for the Prioritize Young 

People Everywhere subscale, 11 items remained for the Take Jesus’ Message Seriously subscale, 

10 items remained for the Be the Best Neighbors subscale, and 10 items remained for the Fuel a 

Warm Community subscale (Greenway, Mulder, Powell, & Griffin, 2017). 

Warmth Subscale 

 The operational definition for the Fuel a Warm Community subscale was, “An 

environment in which all people can be authentic and are accepted in such a way that they 

develop a familial sense of belonging.” Example items from this subscale include, “Our church 

feels like a family.” and “Our church helps people of all ages feel like they belong.” All scale 

items were rated using the following Likert scale: 1 (not at all true), 2 (slightly true), 3 
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(moderately true), 4 (very true), and 5 (completely true). Higher average scores indicate greater 

institutional warmth, whereas lower average scores indicate lesser institutional warmth.  

 Across the 2,168 participants, the average score for the Fuel a Warm Community 

subscale among the churches piloting the instrument was 3.65 (SD = 0.81). The item that 

received the lowest overall rating for this subscale was, “Our church integrates newcomers well” 

with an average score of 3.11 (SD = 1.08). The item that received the highest overall rating for 

this subscale was, “Our church is a community I trust.” with an average score of 4.10 (SD = 

0.96). The average score for this subscale among participants 29 years of age or younger (M  = 

3.66, SD = 0.79) was slightly lower than the average score of participants 30 years of age or 

older (M  = 3.75, SD = 0.87; Greenway et al., 2017). 

 The development of this scale is advantageous in that steps have been taken to ensure that 

the scale is reliable. Rather than using an assortment of scale items that are believed to be related 

to one another, statistical analyses (EFA and CFA) have been using to confirm that scores within 

each latent construct rise and fall together (e.g., as one warmth question is answered more 

positively or negatively, the other warmth questions tend to be answered more positively or 

negatively). These steps suggest that institutional warmth is indeed a construct that people within 

the church are capable of discerning and evaluating.  

The Future for Youth Ministry: How the Growing Young Assessment Can Change the 

Youth Ministry Conversation 

 During one CEYP research site visit to a small church in the Midwest, a high school 

student described her experience at her church: “Walking through the doors on Sunday morning 

is the best – I get a happy feeling whenever I think about it.” The other high school students in 

the room nodded in agreement. Another student in the same focus group added, “We’re a big 
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family. We support each other no matter what. People will help to get you back on track.” A 

third student said, “I have so many grandparents here.” These students’ experiences of warmth at 

their church helped them tangibly experience grace and love and continued to bring them back to 

the church.  

 In order to leverage the research conducted for Growing Young and deliver research 

findings to churches in a practical way, FYI has begun to provide training to churches in the 

form of year-long cohorts. FYI’s first year conducting Growing Young cohorts have brought 

further stories of institutional warmth to light as well. One church recognized that their 

leadership’s relationship with their students was vastly different than the relationship these same 

leaders maintained with students’ parents. While this church leader observed that students felt 

welcome and accepted at their church, they realized that parents often felt more like outsiders. 

The cohort helped them develop a plan to increase the overall ministry warmth by informing and 

resourcing students’ parents. This included providing seminars and resources during particular 

milestones in their children’s lives. These renewed connections were designed with the hope of 

creating a web of support/warmth for their young people in the church. Additionally, this 

church’s staff considered changes they needed to make regarding their pastoral staff’s job 

descriptions and competencies to ensure that pastoral leaders were thinking systemically about 

the relationships in a young person’s life and the formational trajectory most helpful for young 

people.  

 At the initial cohort gathering during September, another church recognized that 

intergenerational relationships could help foster warmth in their context. One of the pastors 

approached an older woman and asked her to be a small group leader in their high school 

ministry. Initially this woman was hesitant because she feared there would be too much distance 
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between her generation and theirs. To her surprise, she quickly connected with her high school 

students and these students became frequent participants in their youth ministry and other 

ministries of the church because of her warmth and love. This woman joined her church at the 

second cohort gathering in March as a new member of the leadership team. She now advocates 

for young people on the church board as well, and has invited several of her friends who are 

approximately her age to join her as she volunteers in the high school ministry. 

Helping Warm Up Youth Ministries 

 FYI is often privileged to hear and share stories about how institutional warmth supports 

young people, but we desire for individual churches to gain a better sense of how their 

congregants feel about their church’s warmth. Church leaders may be hesitant to take next steps 

or attempt to alter their church’s culture if they believe they’re relying on one or a few (perhaps 

biased) perspectives. The Growing Young Assessment is designed to remedy this problem and 

start productive conversations that are reliable and customizable. The Growing Young 

Assessment measures felt warmth across age groups, gender, and roles. This analysis reveals the 

similarities and differences across groups and provides evidence that a church body may or may 

not uniformly agree about how accepting, authentic, and caring their church is. 

 In addition, the Growing Young Assessment identifies the potential within each church. 

Each church has strengths and weaknesses. The assessment can help a church build upon its 

strengths to counter weaknesses. It may be that a particular church struggles with institutional 

warmth but emphasizes taking Jesus’ message seriously. Another church may be composed of 

older individuals who feel that the church exemplifies institutional warmth, but the younger 

congregants don’t feel that the church is warm at all. The church that emphasizes taking Jesus’ 

message seriously can lean into Jesus’ command in John 13 to love one another as Christ loved 
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his disciples in order to move forward with cultural change that emphasizes warmth. The church 

whose older adults feel that the church is warm can think about how these people can extend this 

felt warmth to a younger generation that doesn’t feel accepted. Using responses from various 

demographics of each church, the Growing Young Assessment helps churches identify their 

unique opportunities and obstacles. 

 Furthermore, the Growing Young Assessment also takes further steps toward helping 

churches grow healthier by providing customized suggestions and tips for churches based on 

their strengths and weaknesses. Based on each church’s specific results, the church report 

generated after completion of the assessment tailors its suggestions based on the entire corpus of 

CEYP research to the individual church. Furthermore, FYI is committed to providing coaching 

to help churches further understand their results and shape their next steps to their context.  

 We believe findings from CEYP coupled with the Growing Young Assessment have the 

potential to alter the future of youth ministry and change the youth ministry conversation because 

we believe these efforts can eliminate much of the guesswork that church leaders are often 

forced to make. Rather than relying on poorly informed speculation or blind intuition, the 

Growing Young Assessment provides church leaders with a clearer picture of their church 

culture and their church’s capacity to minister with young people. 

 As FYI thinks about the future of youth ministry, another way the Growing Young 

Assessment may change youth ministry is by helping FYI identify trends within churches across 

the nation. FYI may discover that churches in the United States typically struggle with one or 

two commitments, or that certain types of churches (e.g., small or large churches, rural or urban 

churches) struggle with certain types of commitments. As churches take the assessment, we are 

building a database of responses that will help us understand norms and may help churches 
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compare themselves against the larger population of churches who have taken the test. This data 

may allow for and inform future research as well. Eventually we may gather longitudinal data 

and even be able to identify different types of churches that follow similar patterns of change. 

These results may change the way the church sees youth ministry by helping churches adapt their 

ministry using dependable methods built on research. 

Applications for Youth Ministry Educators  

 As leaders in youth ministry, youth ministry educators are at the forefront of 

conversations concerning the future of ministry with young people. The Growing Young 

Assessment may provide youth ministry educators with a tool to help their students in a number 

of ways. Both the shorter, free version of the assessment and the longer, validated, paid version 

of the assessment are available online. Students may take the free survey or the longer 

assessment themselves or ask a few people to also take it with them. Entire classes could 

compare their results as well. If one student rated her church as very warm, but another student’s 

report revealed lukewarm results, these students and their class could discuss why they rated 

their churches this way and, perhaps more interestingly, what could be done to transform their 

church context to help make it warmer. 

If students take the assessment with others from their church, they can use the assessment 

as an exercise to help them reflect on similarities and differences between their personal results 

and the results of others. This practice may form the basis for an assignment that helps students 

take a deeper glimpse into their church. Students may consider questions concerning the present 

state of their church culture. Why are some commitments rated higher than others? Why don’t 

the scores of church leaders and volunteers align? If males and females disagree about certain 

characteristics of the church, why might that be?  
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The Growing Young Assessment also provides an opportunity for students to be 

introduced to (1) evaluation and assessment and (2) interpreting research that is applied to their 

church context. Youth ministry educators may point to important practices when conducting 

evaluation: developing an effective evaluation plan, making certain that all important parties 

from the church are included in the planning of the assessment and interpretation of the results, 

gathering an appropriate sample size, and ensuring that the sample is representative across 

various demographics. Inevitably church leaders are presented with assessment or evaluation 

results of some form at some point in their careers. The Growing Young Assessment may 

provide students with the opportunity to learn how to read and interpret assessment results, 

perhaps before launching into full-time ministry. The Growing Young Assessment includes 

average ratings for each congregation, but also includes ratings for specific questions and ratings 

broken down by demographics, providing students with ample data to learn from. 

Our hope is that educators, who are in a prime position to instruct their students to 

understand and use the Growing Young Assessment, might prepare these emerging leaders to 

start their ministries on the right trajectory. Imagine if new, youth ministry leaders spoke of 

research instead of anecdotes; focused on informed priorities rather than programmatic activity; 

valued incremental change rather than high profile events; and engaged in thoughtful youth 

ministry conversations with their senior pastors and youth ministry peers. We believe in this 

preferred future and hope the Growing Young Assessment can help contribute to a new 

trajectory for youth ministry practitioners and congregations.  
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